ZI' such that h,(!Lf) is closed, h,(M) is open, and such that for each I E .\I. there is an open set li E & such that hl(x), h2(x), andf(.r) all belong to U.
The author wishes to thank Marshall Cohen for suggesting the use of microbundles. Some of these results were announced in [8] .
$1. HILBERT MICROBUXDLES
Milnor, in [13] ,defined the concept of (Euclidean) microbundles. We shall use strongl) the ideas and definitions of [13] . In particular, hve will use the terms microbundle, tricial microbundle, tangent microbundle, induced microbundle and microbundle isomorphism exactly as on pages 54-58 of [13] except that " R" " is replaced by " H ". Presumably a whole theory of Hilbert microbundles can be developed, but in this paper we shall content ourselves with only proving what is necessary for the proof of the Theorem. Throughout this paper we will use " x O", "pI " and "pz ", to denote maps defined by setting x O(b) = (b, 0), p,(n, 6) = a, and pz(a, 6) = 6.
PROPOSITION 1. A microbundle (B L F i-+ B) rc.ith paracotnpact base B, is tricial ifand onl,v if there is, for each open neighborhood U of i(B), at2 open treighborhood V c U and a horneomorphisnl Ir: f' --* B x H such that the follo~ving commutes:
The proof is essentially the same as Lemma (2.3) of [13] . 
valently, (r(y), x) eg(V n U). In checking that k-'
is an inverse to k, you will need to use the fact that, if (y, x) Eg(V n U), then (y, (pz 0 h 0 g-')(y, .x)) = (II 0 g-')(y, x). Note that we have actually proved:
cj-'(A) is an open set and g is an opera embedding which satisfy (*), then there is an open set W c E and an open embeddiug k srrch that (**) is satisfied and W -j-'(B) = V -j-'(B) and k lW -j-'(B)
= g j V -j-'(B).
PROPOSITIOX 4. Any microbundle b(H i EL H) tvith base space H is trivial.
This proposition would follow immediately if we knew that homotopic maps induce isomorphic microbundles.
Milnor's proof of this latter fact ( [13] , 96) for Euclidean microbundles uses the fact that R" is locally compact and satisfies the theorem of invariance of domain, neither of which is true for H. The problem appears to be in the definition of bundle map-germ. The following proof of the Proposition is adapted from [13] , $6, but avoids the use of map germs.
Proof. Let cp: H x I -+ H be defined by cp(x, t) = tx. This induces the microbundle 6 :
.
and therefore so is E. We now show that 6 is trivial. 
commutes, and such that Zi -j -'(RJ = Zi_I -j -'(Ri) on which setJi equalsf,_r. 
I .J (H x Z) x H'
commutes. f is an embedding since it has an inverse defined for (x, t; x') of:
where i is the largest integer such that (x, r) E Ri . This completes the proof of Proposition 4.
PROPOSITION

Let b (NA EL N) be a microbundle with base N, an open subset of H. Then there is an open neighborhood Wof i(N) anda homeomorphism k: W -+ N x H such that W commutes.
Proof. By a previous paper [7] 
[Sf(V(W), w> = u {W' E w 1 W' n V(W) # @zr).]
By the result added in proof to [4] we know that there is a homeomorphismg':
such that, for each (x', y') E 121 x H, there exists a W(x', y') belonging to lly for which g'(x', I?') and x' belong to W(x', v'). Let (Proposition 6)j be an embedding of M into H as a closed subset. Then the map h, : hf ---f M', defined by h,(x) = g'[f(x),j(x)), isanembedding of M onto a closed subset of M'; and h,(x) andf(x) both belong to W(f(x),j(x)), for each x E XI. Now proceed as in the proof of the theorem using h, in place of i and picking Thus, we have, for each x E M,
h2(x)=g'(k+dog-'(x))EW(kc+dog-l(x)), pl"k~~od~g-'(.~)~~(W(g-'(x)))n W(ko$odog-'Lr)), h,(x) E Wg-'(x)) n Wf(x),i(x))
Ax) E Wf(x), jb))~ Thereforef(x), h,(x), and AZ(x) all belong to st(V(W(g-'(x))), W) I= u(w(g-'(x))). 
